Statement by Carl Dix

Outrage in Charleston—
This IS America!
Outrageous! A white supremacist motivated by racist venom enters
Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, South
Carolina, during a Bible study class. He sits down with people there
for a while and then starts shooting them, murdering six Black
women and three Black men. He calmly reloaded in the course of
carrying out these foul murders, telling his victims that he had to do
this “because you [meaning Black people] rape our women and are
taking over our country”!

Mass murder carried out in a church—a place that is supposed to be a
sanctuary in the face of injustice. This brings to mind the bombing of
the 16th Street Baptist Church in Birmingham in 1963 which killed four
little girls. And the wave of burnings of Black churches in more recent
decades.
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Mass murder carried out at this church, which has a history of being a place Black people gathered to organize
themselves to stand up to the savage oppression this system has enforced on them for centuries. This history
goes back to the church’s founding in 1816. Among its founders was Denmark Vesey who was hung in 1822,
along with 35 other Black people, for planning a slave uprising.

The blood of the nine people murdered in Charleston is on the hands of the rulers of this country. Whether this
guy acted alone or not, he was acting within a climate that has been deliberately whipped up. White supremacy
has been ingrained in the fabric of America from its very beginning. This country was founded on theft of land
from and genocide inflicted on the native inhabitants and the dragging of millions of Africans to these shores in
slave chains. And white supremacy remains at the heart of this society right down to today.

What does it tell you about this country that George Zimmerman could murder Trayvon Martin as he walked
home carrying Skittles and iced tea and walk away with no punishment. That cops could choke Eric Garner to
death, ignoring his cries of “I can’t breathe,” and get off scot free. That a South Carolina cop could feel he could
get away with shooting Walter Scott in the back as he ran away. That Black communities are built on toxic
areas that poison people. That Black couples with good credit were steered to sub-prime loans that led to them
disproportionately losing their homes in the 2007 economic meltdown. That 2+ million people are imprisoned
in this country, vastly disproportionately Black and Latino. These and more amount to a genocidal program
of suppression and deprivation targeting Black people. And they have contributed to a climate in which it is
legitimate to view Black people as criminals and justified to murder them. In these and a thousand other ways a
message is delivered that Black life doesn’t matter.

All this faces us all with an urgent question: Which side are you on? Are you on the side of the savage oppression
and brutality this system enforces on Black people? Or do you stand against these kinds of horrors?

The crocodile tears being shed by those who preside over the brutality and murder this system inflicts on people
are worse than useless. It will take revolution, nothing less, to uproot white supremacy and end the oppression of
Black people and all the other horrors this system inflicts on humanity. If you want to see these horrors stopped,
there is a movement you can get with, a movement for revolution that the Revolutionary Communist Party is
building. To get information and to join in dealing with the questions and obstacles this revolution faces, go to the
website: www.revcom.us.
Everyone should understand that there is no middle ground in this struggle where people can be neutral while this
system grinds away, crushing the bodies and breaking the spirits of those on the bottom of society. If you have an
ounce of humanity, you must add your voice to those demanding that horrors like these STOP! Right Now!
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